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Unsung Hero The Col Young O Kim Story
Band of Giants brings to life the founders who fought for our independence in the Revolutionary
War. Jefferson, Adams, and Franklin are known to all; men like Morgan, Greene, and Wayne are
less familiar. Yet the dreams of the politicians and theorists only became real because
fighting men were willing to take on the grim, risky, brutal work of war. We know Fort Knox,
but what about Henry Knox, the burly Boston bookseller who took over the American artillery at
the age of 25? Eighteen counties in the United States commemorate Richard Montgomery, but do we
know that this revered martyr launched a full-scale invasion of Canada? The soldiers of the
American Revolution were a diverse lot: merchants and mechanics, farmers and fishermen,
paragons and drunkards. Most were ardent amateurs. Even George Washington, assigned to take
over the army around Boston in 1775, consulted books on military tactics. Here, Jack Kelly
vividly captures the fraught condition of the war—the bitterly divided populace, the lack of
supplies, the repeated setbacks on the battlefield, and the appalling physical hardships. That
these inexperienced warriors could take on and defeat the superpower of the day was one of the
remarkable feats in world history.
The ancient Greek poet Pindar once wrote, 'Unsung, the noblest deed will die.' Brave Men of
War- from the heights of Kargil to the plains of Punjab-sets out to record acts of valour and
tell the stories of the brave men, some of whom unflinchingly paid theprice of victory with the
ultimate sacrifice of their lives during the 1965 Indo-Pak war. Pakistan's defeat in the war,
marked the coming of age of the Indian army. There are stories of countless young men who lost
their lives, fighting until they 'd drawn their last breath but all too often their stories
were either forgotten or reduced to footnotes in the larger volumes of history. This book
recounts the heroic and fearless acts of bravery demonstrated by our men in Olive. The list
includes Lt Gen Harbaksh Singh, the military leader who planned, directed and commanded the
operations and actions, Lt Col Desmond Hayde, the hero of Dograi, Lt Col AB Tarapore and Lt Col
MMS Bakshi and many others. Without glamorising war, this is an attempt to preserve the stories
of heroism and sacrifice of some fearless men, so that they may become role models for the
youth of India and never be forgotten.
This comprehensive biography of Francis Marion, the Swamp Fox, covers his famous wartime
stories as well as a private side of him that has rarely been explored In the darkest days of
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the American Revolution, Francis Marion and his band of militia freedom fighters kept hope
alive for the patriot cause during the critical British "southern campaign." Employing
insurgent guerrilla tactics that became commonplace in later centuries, Marion and his brigade
inflicted enemy losses that were individually small but cumulatively a large drain on British
resources and morale. Although many will remember the stirring adventures of the "Swamp Fox"
from the Walt Disney television series of the late 1950s and the fictionalized Marion character
played by Mel Gibson in the 2000 film The Patriot, the real Francis Marion bore little
resemblance to either of those caricatures. But his exploits were no less heroic as he
succeeded, against all odds, in repeatedly foiling the highly trained, better-equipped forces
arrayed against him. In this action-packed biography we meet many colorful characters from the
Revolution: Banastre Tarleton, the British cavalry officer who relentlessly pursued Marion over
twenty-six miles of swamp, only to call off the chase and declare (per legend) that "the Devil
himself could not catch this damned old fox," giving Marion his famous nickname; Thomas Sumter,
the bold but rash patriot militia leader whom Marion detested; Lord Cornwallis, the imperious
British commander who ordered the hanging of rebels and the destruction of their plantations;
"Light-Horse Harry" Lee, the urbane young Continental cavalryman who helped Marion topple
critical British outposts in South Carolina; but most of all Francis Marion himself, "the
Washington of the South," a man of ruthless determination yet humane character, motivated by
what his peers called "the purest patriotism." In The Swamp Fox, the first major biography of
Marion in more than forty years, John Oller compiles striking evidence and brings together much
recent learning to provide a fresh look both at Marion, the man, and how he helped save the
American Revolution.
Describes the role of a select group of Navajo Marines who developed a code based on their own
native language that provided a means for secure communications among American forces in the
Pacific during World War II.
Beneath a Scarlet Sky
Unsung Heroes from Iraq, Afghanistan, and the Home Front
Sgt. Reckless
Untold Stories of the Social Justice Movement in America
Asian American Society
The Korean-American Dream
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Guadalcanal Marine

A Companion to Korean American Studies aims to provide readers with a broad introduction to Korean American Studies, through essays
exploring major themes, key insights, and scholarly approaches that have come to define this field.
New York Times Bestseller: A “powerful and epic story . . . the best account of infantry combat I have ever read” (Col. David Hackworth,
author of About Face). In November 1965, some 450 men of the First Battalion, Seventh Cavalry, under the command of Lt. Col. Harold
Moore, were dropped into a small clearing in the Ia Drang Valley. They were immediately surrounded by 2,000 North Vietnamese soldiers.
Three days later, only two and a half miles away, a sister battalion was brutally slaughtered. Together, these actions at the landing zones XRay and Albany constituted one of the most savage and significant battles of the Vietnam War. They were the first major engagements
between the US Army and the People’s Army of Vietnam. How these Americans persevered—sacrificing themselves for their comrades and
never giving up—creates a vivid portrait of war at its most devastating and inspiring. Lt. Gen. Moore and Joseph L. Galloway—the only journalist
on the ground throughout the fighting—interviewed hundreds of men who fought in the battle, including the North Vietnamese commanders.
Their poignant account rises above the ordeal it chronicles to depict men facing the ultimate challenge, dealing with it in ways they would
have once found unimaginable. It reveals to us, as rarely before, man’s most heroic and horrendous endeavor.
Chairman Yang Ho Cho, head of Korean Air and Hanjin, talks of Los Angeles as a “microcosm of the United States—a land built of immigrants
who want to do one thing: improve their lives.” In The Korean-American Dream, respected and distinguished business journalist James
Flanigan uncovers the struggles and contributions of the people who have made Los Angeles the largest Korean city outside of Seoul. This
intimate account illustrates how Korean immigrants have preserved their culture and history as well as adapted to the American culture of E
Pluribus Unum, the radical promise of “out of many, one.” Flanigan shows how Los Angeles emerged as a capital of the Asia Pacific region.
At less than 2 million, Korean Americans are a relatively small group compared to new Americans from China, the Philippines, and India. But
with energy and drive, they are building landmarks in New York as well as L.A., lobbying for causes in Washington, founding businesses,
heading universities and hospitals, and holding public office in all parts of the U.S. Flanigan’s compelling narrative told largely through
personal interviews provides a front-row seat to the economic, business, and cultural developments of the Korean American Community. At a
time of spirited debate about immigration, their energy and ambition serve as a ringing reminder of the promise of the American mosaic.
Captain Richard E. Evans was an American B-17 "Flying Fortress" pilot. He flew 55 combat missions and during that time was also chosen to
fly British Field Marshal Bernard L. Montgomery to wherever the General needed to be throughout North Africa and Italy. Evans and "Monty"
travelled together during a particularly dangerous phase of the war. The Allied forces were just beginning to turn back the brutal Axis armies
that had invaded North Africa and were closing in on Egypt in an effort to gain control of the strategically vital Suez Canal. Over the deserts of
Tunisia, Libya and Egypt, a rocky but honest and respectful friendship formed between the young American pilot, Captain Evans, and his
British commander, Field Marshall Montgomery.This is also a tale of a young boy from Knoxville, Tennessee, who spread his wings, quite
literally, to fly throughout the world in the service of the US Army Air Corps during World War II. It is the story of a close family told lovingly by
one of its five sons, four of whom would live to serve in and survive the Second World War. It is also a glimpse of Middle American lives
through small windows of time, reflecting the nineteen twenties, thirties, and forties. This is a first-hand account of a young man coming of
age just as the Second World War erupted.o provide greater context and color to Colonel Evans's memoir, daughter Evans Kinnear included
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much of his research and additional archival materials, including: ? a chronology of his life's milestones and Second World War details; ? his
own glossary of war terms; ? an appendix of original family letters, ? V-Mail, ? commendations and interesting documents, all primary sources
that shed light on his personal and professional relationships; photos of Evans from Tennessee boyhood through military service;? maps
illustrating the lands and seas over which he flew. An epilogue detailing his work after the Second World War is also included.
Ia Drang—The Battle That Changed the War in Vietnam
The Real Story of Alvin York and the Unsung Heroes Who Made Him World War I's Most Famous Soldier
The Aviator's Wife
Hero Tales from History
Unsung Hero
The Swamp Fox
The Inside Story of Blackwater and the Unsung Heroes of the War on Terror

The New York Times bestselling true account of John Chapman, Medal of Honor recipient and Special Ops
Combat Controller, and his heroic one-man stand during the Afghan War, as he sacrificed his life to save the
lives of twenty-three comrades-in-arms. In the predawn hours of March 4, 2002, just below the 10,469-foot peak
of a mountain in eastern Afghanistan, a fierce battle raged. Outnumbered by Al Qaeda fighters, Air Force
Combat Controller John Chapman and a handful of Navy SEALs struggled to take the summit in a desperate bid
to find a lost teammate. Chapman, leading the charge, was gravely wounded in the initial assault. Believing he
was dead, his SEAL leader ordered a retreat. Chapman regained consciousness alone, with the enemy closing in
on three sides. John Chapman's subsequent display of incredible valor -- first saving the lives of his SEAL
teammates and then, knowing he was mortally wounded, single-handedly engaging two dozen hardened fighters
to save the lives of an incoming rescue squad -- posthumously earned him the Medal of Honor. Chapman is the
first airman in nearly fifty years to be given the distinction reserved for America's greatest heroes. Alone at
Dawn is also a behind-the-scenes look at the Air Force Combat Controllers: the world's deadliest and most
versatile special operations force, whose members must not only exceed the qualifications of Navy SEAL and
Army Delta Force teams but also act with sharp decisiveness and deft precision -- even in the face of lifethreatening danger. Drawing from firsthand accounts, classified documents, dramatic video footage, and
extensive interviews with leaders and survivors of the operation, Alone at Dawn is the story of an extraordinary
man's brave last stand and the brotherhood that forged him.
"Exceptional military history worthy of its heroic subject." —Matthew J. Davenport In the vein of Band of Brothers
and American Sniper, a riveting history of Alvin York, the World War I legend who killed two dozen Germans and
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captured more than 100, detailing York's heroics yet also restoring the unsung heroes of his patrol to their
rightful place in history—from renowned World War I historian James Carl Nelson. October 8, 1918 was a banner
day for heroes of the American Expeditionary Force. Thirteen men performed heroic deeds that would earn them
Medals of Honor. Of this group, one man emerged as the single greatest American hero of the Great War: Alvin
Cullum York. A poor young farmer from Tennessee, Sergeant York was said to have single-handedly killed two
dozen Germans and captured another 132 of the enemy plus thirty-five machine guns before noon on that fateful
Day of Valor. York would become an American legend, celebrated in magazines, books, and a blockbuster biopic
starring Gary Cooper. The film, Sergeant York, told of a hell-raiser from backwoods Tennessee who had a cometo-Jesus moment, then wrestled with his newfound Christian convictions to become one of the greatest heroes
the U.S. Army had ever known. It was a great story—but not the whole story. In this absorbing history, James
Carl Nelson unspools, for the first time, the complete story of Alvin York and the events that occurred in the
Argonne Forest on that day. Nelson gives voice, in particular, to the sixteen “others” who fought beside York.
Hailing from big cities and small towns across the U.S. as well as several foreign countries, these soldiers
included a patrician Connecticut farmer whose lineage could be traced back to the American Revolution, a poor
runaway from Massachusetts who joined the Army under a false name, and a Polish immigrant who enlisted in
hopes of expediting his citizenship. The York Patrol shines a long overdue spotlight on these men and York, and
pays homage to their bravery and sacrifice. Illustrated with 25 black-and-white images, The York Patrol is a
rousing tale of courage, tragedy, and heroism.
Bestselling author Reverend Al Sharpton brings to light the stories of the unsung heroes of the Civil Rights
movement, drawing on his unique perspective in the history of the fight for social justice in America “This is the
time. We won’t stop until we change the whole system of justice.”—Rev. Al Sharpton While the world may know
the major names of the Civil Rights movement, there are countless lesser-known heroes fighting the good fight
to advance equal justice for all, heeding the call when no one else was listening, often risking their lives and
livelihoods in the process. Righteous Troublemakers shines a light on everyday people called to do
extraordinary things—like Pauli Murray, whose early work informed Thurgood Marshall’s legal argument for
Brown v. Board of Education, Claudette Colvin, who refused to give up her seat on a segregated bus months
before Rosa Parks did the same, and Gwen Carr, whose private pain in losing her son Eric Garner stoked her
public activism against police brutality. Sharpton also illuminates the lives of more widely known individuals,
revealing overlooked details, historical connections, and a perspective informed by years of working on the
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front line of the social justice movement, to provide a behind-the-scenes look at the wheels of justice and the
individuals who have helped advance its cause.
“You have to react instinctively. In this game there’s no second place, only the quick and the dead.” In Vietnam,
Mobile Guerrilla Force conducted unconventional operations against the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese Army.
Armed with silencer-equipped MK-II British Sten guns, M-16s, M-79s, and M-60 machine guns, the men of the
Mobile Guerrilla Force operated in the steamy, triple-canopy jungle owned by the NVA and VC, destroying base
camps, ambushing patrols, and gathering the intelligence that General Westmoreland desperately needed. In
1967, James Donahue was a Special Forces medic and assistant platoon leader assigned to the Mobile Guerrilla
Force and their fiercely anti-Communist Cambodian freedom fighters. Their mission: to locate the 271st Main
Force Viet Cong Regiment so they could be engaged and destroyed by the 1st Infantry Division. Now, with the
brutal, unflinching honesty only an eye witness could possess, Donahue relives the adrenaline rush of firefights,
air strikes, human wave attacks, ambushes, and attacks on enemy base camps. Following the operation the
surviving Special Forces members of the Mobile Guerrilla Force were decorated by Major General John Hay,
Commanding General, 1st Infantry Division.
Home of the Brave
The Rifleman
A Companion to Korean American Studies
The Heartbreaking Story of Five Harvard Men Who Led America to Victory in World War I
With Special Forces in the Viet Cong Forbidden Zone
Alone at Dawn
Tales of Valour 1965
Pachappa Camp: The First Koreatown in the United States proves through new research that Dosan
Ahn Chang Ho established the first Koreatown in the United States in Riverside, California in
1905. Pachappa Camp studies the development of the camp and the lives of its residents.
Korean Americans: A Concise History tells the untold stories of the pioneering immigrants, the
newly discovered tale of the first Koreatown USA, and about the first Korean aviator. The
textbook conveys the Korean American experience by highlighting important moments, people, and
incidents that defines this small community. The book takes readers on a journey starting with
the beginning of Korean immigration to the United States, to present day issues, trends, and
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identity.
This is the untold story of the brave Korean men who took to the skies more than twenty years
before the Tuskegee Airmen fought in World War II. It identifies the first Korean aviator and
ties the origin of the Korean Air Force to the Korean American community who started the Willows
Aviation School in 1920.
Documents the stories of five young Harvard students who met different fates while serving in
World War I, drawing on uncensored letters and memoirs to illuminate the impact of the conflict
on the educated class of soldiers. 35,000 first printing.
Righteous Troublemakers
Civilian Warriors
Young Oak Kim Biography Papers
Valor
The Willows Airmen
Brave Men of War
We Were Soldiers Once . . . and Young

A New York Times Bestseller! From the racetrack to the battlefield—dauntless, fearless, and exemplar of Semper Fi—she was
Reckless, "pride of the Marines." A Mongolian mare who was bred to be a racehorse, Ah-Chim-Hai, or Flame-of-the-Morning,
belonged to a young boy named Kim-Huk-Moon. In order to pay for a prosthetic leg for his sister, Kim made the difficult decision to
sell his beloved companion. Lieutenant Eric Pedersen purchased the bodacious mare and renamed her Reckless, for the Recoilless
Rifles Platoon, Anti-Tank Division, of the 5th Marines she’d be joining. The four-legged equine braved minefields and hailing
shrapnel to deliver ammunition to her division on the frontlines. In one day alone, performing fifty-one trips up and down treacherous
terrain, covering a distance of over thirty-five miles, and rescuing wounded comrades-in-arms, Reckless demonstrated her steadfast
devotion to the Marines who had become her herd. Despite only measuring about thirteen hands high, this pint-sized equine became an
American hero. Reckless was awarded two Purple Hearts for her valor and was officially promoted to staff sergeant twice, a
distinction never bestowed upon an animal before or since. Author Robin Hutton has reignited excitement about this nearly forgotten
legend, realizing the Sgt. Reckless Memorial Monument at the National Museum of the Marine Corps, completed in July 2013, and
now spurring the creation of a second memorial at Camp Pendleton, California, where Reckless lived out the rest of her days. The
paperback edition includes a new foreword by General James F. Amos, 35th Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps. It will appeal to
fans of Laura Hillenbrand's Seabiscuit, Elizabeth Letts' The Eighty Dollar Champion, and the feature film War Horse.
White House staffer Joan DaCosta and Navy SEAL Lt. Mike Muldoon are forced to put their budding romance on hold when they
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stumble upon a deadly terrorist plot and are forced to race against time to save the president's life. 15,000 first printing.
The bestselling, "gripping" (Entertainment Weekly), "powerful" (Hypable), "utterly thrilling" (Paste.com) winner of the Edgar Award
for Best Young Adult Mystery, perfect for readers of Kristin Hannah and Ruta Sepetys. Amsterdam, 1943. Hanneke spends her days
procuring and delivering sought-after black market goods to paying customers, her nights hiding the true nature of her work from her
concerned parents, and every waking moment mourning her boyfriend, who was killed on the Dutch front lines when the Germans
invaded. She likes to think of her illegal work as a small act of rebellion. On a routine delivery, a client asks Hanneke for help.
Expecting to hear that Mrs. Janssen wants meat or kerosene, Hanneke is shocked by the older woman's frantic plea to find a person--a
Jewish teenager Mrs. Janssen had been hiding, who has vanished without a trace from a secret room. Hanneke initially wants nothing
to do with such dangerous work, but is ultimately drawn into a web of mysteries and stunning revelations that lead her into the heart of
the resistance, open her eyes to the horrors of the Nazi war machine, and compel her to take desperate action. Beautifully written,
intricately plotted, and meticulously researched, Girl in the Blue Coat is an extraordinary novel about bravery, grief, and love in
impossible times. Don't miss The War Outside and They Went Left, two more gripping historical novels by Monica Hesse
In Guadalcanal Marine, Kerry L. Lane recounts the dark reality of combat experienced by the men of the 1st Marine Division fighting
on Guadalcanal and Cape Gloucester. With eighty gripping photographs and his text, he brings to life the struggles of his companions
as they achieve these two astonishing victories. Lane, a sixteen-year-old farm boy from North Carolina, battled the Japanese and rose
to heroism powering a bulldozer to bridge "Suicide Creek" in the swamps on Cape Gloucester. There he led his Marine comrades to
victory. Lane describes the trials of the common Marine serving in the first grueling island campaign. In vivid prose he tells of joining
the service before the war and of training. Soon after the shocking news of Pearl Harbor, he and his trusted comrades fight the
Japanese in one of the bloodiest battles of the Pacific. In the tropics, Lane and his companions suffer malaria and dysentery, endure
jungle rot and oppressive heat, and grapple with an enemy who fights to the death. Throughout the book, Lane bares the experience of
the average Marine and his historic World War II journey, revealing how one teenager became a Corps hero and ultimately finished
his military career as a lieutenant colonel.
An Encyclopedia
"Richard Eager" A Pilot's Story from Tennessee Eagle Scout to General Montgomery's "Flying Fortress"
Honoring the Unsung Heroes in the War on Terror
A Biography
Blackjack-33
Mrs. Keppel and Her Daughter
Girl in the Blue Coat
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The story of Col. Young Oak Kim reveals the hidden truth about the role of Asian Americans in World War II and the
Korean War. Kim, a Korean American, led the famous 100th Infantry Battalion in World War II. He was instrumental not
only on the frontlines of war, but also as a humanitarian. Kim spent the rest of his retired years helping others.
When Bob Greene went home to central Ohio to be with his dying father, it set off a chain of events that led him to
knowing his dad in a way he never had before—thanks to a quiet man who lived just a few miles away, a man who had
changed the history of the world. Greene's father—a soldier with an infantry division in World War II—often spoke of
seeing the man around town. All but anonymous even in his own city, carefully maintaining his privacy, this man, Greene's
father would point out to him, had "won the war." He was Paul Tibbets. At the age of twenty-nine, at the request of his
country, Tibbets assembled a secret team of 1,800 American soldiers to carry out the single most violent act in the history
of mankind. In 1945 Tibbets piloted a plane—which he called Enola Gay, after his mother—to the Japanese city of
Hiroshima, where he dropped the atomic bomb. On the morning after the last meal he ever ate with his father, Greene
went to meet Tibbets. What developed was an unlikely friendship that allowed Greene to discover things about his father,
and his father's generation of soldiers, that he never fully understood before. Duty is the story of three lives connected by
history, proximity, and blood; indeed, it is many stories, intimate and achingly personal as well as deeply historic. In one
soldier's memory of a mission that transformed the world—and in a son's last attempt to grasp his father's ingrained sense
of honor and duty—lies a powerful tribute to the ordinary heroes of an extraordinary time in American life. What Greene
came away with is found history and found poetry—a profoundly moving work that offers a vividly new perspective on
responsibility, empathy, and love. It is an exploration of and response to the concept of duty as it once was and always
should be: quiet and from the heart. On every page you can hear the whisper of a generation and its children bidding each
other farewell.
Alice Keppel, the married lover of Queen Victoria's eldest son and great-grandmother to Camilla Parker-Bowles, was a key
figure in Edwardian society. Hers was the acceptable face of adultery. Discretion was her hallmark. It was her art to be the
king's mistress and yet to laud the Royal Family and the institution of marriage. Formidable and manipulative, her
attentions to the king brought her wealth, power, and status. Her daughter Violet Trefusis had a long tempestuous affair
with the author and aristocrat Vita Sackville-West, during which Vita left her husband and two sons to travel abroad with
Violet. It was a liaison that threatened the fabric of Violet's social world, and her passion and recalcitrance in pursuit of it
pitted her against her mother and society. From memoirs, diaries, and letters, Diana Souhami portrays this fascinating and
intense mother/daughter relationship in Mrs. Keppel and Her Daughter. Her story of these women, their lovers, and their
lovers' mothers, highlights Edwardian - and contemporary - duplicity and double standards and goes to the heart of
questions about sexual freedoms.
The founder of Blackwater offers the gripping true story of the world’s most controversial military contractor. In 1997,
former Navy SEAL Erik Prince started a business that would recruit civilians for the riskiest security jobs in the world. As
Blackwater’s reputation grew, demand for its services escalated, and its men eventually completed nearly 100,000 missions
for both the Bush and Obama administrations. It was a huge success except for one problem: Blackwater was demonized
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around the world. Its employees were smeared as mercenaries, profiteers, or worse. And because of the secrecy
requirements of its contracts with the Pentagon, the State Department, and the CIA, Prince was unable to correct false
information. But now he’s finally able to tell the full story about some of the biggest controversies of the War on Terror, in
a memoir that reads like a thriller.
Through the Glass Ceiling to the Stars
Band of Giants
The Story of the Navajo Code Talkers
The Story of Colonel Young Oak Kim
Into the Night
Korean Americans
Medal of Honor Recipient John Chapman and the Untold Story of the World's Deadliest Special Operations Force
Valor is the magnificent story of a genuine American hero who survived the fall of the Philippines and brutal captivity under
the Japanese, from New York Times bestselling author Dan Hampton. Lieutenant William Frederick “Bill” Harris was 25 years
old when captured by Japanese forces during the Battle of Corregidor in May 1942. This son of a decorated Marine general
escaped from hell on earth by swimming eight hours through a shark-infested bay; but his harrowing ordeal had just begun.
Shipwrecked on the southern coast of the Philippines, he was sheltered by a Filipino aristocrat, engaged in guerilla fighting,
and eventually set off through hostile waters to China. After 29 days of misadventures and violent storms, Harris and his
crew limped into a friendly fishing village in the southern Philippines. Evading and fighting for months, he embarked on
another agonizing voyage to Australia, but was betrayed by treacherous islanders and handed over to the Japanese. Held
for two years in the notorious Ofuna prisoner-of-war camp outside Yokohama, Harris was continuously starved, tortured,
and beaten, but he never surrendered. Teaching himself Japanese, he eavesdropped on the guards and created secret
codes to communicate with fellow prisoners. After liberation on August 30, 1945, Bill represented American Marine POWs
during the Japanese surrender in Tokyo Bay before joining his father and flying to a home he had not seen in four years.
Valor is a riveting new look at the Pacific War. Through military documents, personal photos, and an unpublished memoir
provided by his daughter, Harris’ experiences are dramatically revealed through his own words in the expert hands of
bestselling author and retired fighter pilot Dan Hampton. This is the stunning and captivating true story of an American
hero.
Asian Americans are a growing, minority population in the United States. After a 46 percent population growth between
2000 and 2010 according to the 2010 Census, there are 17.3 million Asian Americans today. Yet Asian Americans as a
category are a diverse set of peoples from over 30 distinctive Asian-origin subgroups that defy simplistic descriptions or
generalizations. They face a wide range of issues and problems within the larger American social universe despite the
persistence of common stereotypes that label them as a “model minority” for the generalized attributes offered uncritically
in many media depictions. Asian American Society: An Encyclopedia provides a thorough introduction to the wide–ranging
and fast–developing field of Asian American studies. Published with the Association for Asian American Studies (AAAS), two
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volumes of the four-volume encyclopedia feature more than 300 A-to-Z articles authored by AAAS members and experts in
the field who examine the social, cultural, psychological, economic, and political dimensions of the Asian American
experience. The next two volumes of this work contain approximately 200 annotated primary documents, organized
chronologically, that detail the impact American society has had on reshaping Asian American identities and social
structures over time. Features: More than 300 articles authored by experts in the field, organized in A-to-Z format, help
students understand Asian American influences on American life, as well as the impact of American society on reshaping
Asian American identities and social structures over time. A core collection of primary documents and key demographic and
social science data provide historical context and key information. A Reader's Guide groups related entries by broad topic
areas and themes; a Glossary defines key terms; and a Resource Guide provides lists of books, academic journals, websites
and cross references. The multimedia digital edition is enhanced with 75 video clips and features strong search-and-browse
capabilities through the electronic Reader’s Guide, detailed index, and cross references. Available in both print and online
formats, this collection of essays is a must-have resource for general and research libraries, Asian American/ethnic studies
libraries, and social science libraries.
Young Oak Kim was a Korean American United States Army officer, civic leader, and humanitarian. This collection comprises
military documents and audiovisual materials relating to Kim's service in World War II and the Korean War, collected as well
as created by author Woo Sung Han during the research and writing process of his 2011 biography entitled "Unsung Hero:
The Col. Young O. Kim Story".
In this dramatic and page-turning narrative history of Japanese Americans before, during, and after their World War II
incarceration, Susan H. Kamei weaves the voices of over 130 individuals who lived through this tragic episode, most of
them as young adults. It’s difficult to believe it happened here, in the Land of the Free: After the bombing of Pearl Harbor in
1941, the United States government forcibly removed more than 120,000 persons of Japanese ancestry from the Pacific
Coast and imprisoned them in desolate detention camps until the end of World War II just because of their race. In what
Secretary Norman Y. Mineta describes as a “landmark book,” he and others who lived through this harrowing experience tell
the story of their incarceration and the long-term impact of this dark period in American history. For the first time, why and
how these tragic events took place are interwoven with more than 130 individual voices of those who were
unconstitutionally incarcerated, many of them children and young adults. Now more than ever, their words will resonate
with readers who are confronting questions about racial identity, immigration, and citizenship, and what it means to be an
American.
When Can We Go Back to America?
A Memoir
Where the Buf Fellows Roamed
Pachappa Camp
A Novel
Unsung Heroes of World War II
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The Amateur Soldiers Who Won America's Independence
Presents the story of a German-American double agent who worked undercover in New York City in a Nazi spy ring that resulted in
the FBI's arrest of thirty-three Nazi spies on December 11, 1941.
A story inspired by the marriage between Charles and Anne Morrow Lindbergh traces the romance between a handsome young
aviator and a shy ambassador's daughter whose relationship is marked by wild international acclaim, history-making flights and
the world-shocking abduction of their child. 30,000 first printing.
In Home of the Brave, former Secreatary of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger brings us a chronicle of heroism in the War on Terror.
They are nineteen of the most highly decorated soldiers, sailors, airmen, and marines in the United States military, and yet most
Americans don't even know their names. In this riveting, intimate account, former Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger and
Wynton C. Hall tell stories of jaw-dropping heroism and hope in Afghanistan and Iraq. Home of the Brave takes readers beyond the
bullets and battles and into the hearts and minds of the men and women who are fighting terrorists overseas so that America
doesn't have to fight them at home. These are the powerful, true-life stories of the hopes, fears, and triumphs these men and
women experienced fighting the War on Terror. But more than that, these are the stories of soldiers who risked everything to save
lives and defend freedom. Including: *Lieutenant Colonel Mark Mitchell, the Green Beret leader whose 15-man Special Forces team
took 500 Al Qaeda and Taliban prisoners, and posthumously repatriated the body of the first American to die in combat in the War
on Terror, CIA agent Johnny "Mike" Spann. *Army National Guard Sergeant Leigh Ann Hester, the first woman ever to be awarded
the Silver Star for combat, whose sharp-shooting and bravery played an enormous role in fighting off over fifty Iraqi insurgents
while her ten-person squad protected a convoy of supplies on the way to fellow soldiers. *Sergeant Rafael Peralta, a Mexican
immigrant, enlisted in the Marines the same day he received his green card. Wounded from enemy fire, Peralta used his body to
smother the blast of an enemy grenade and gave his life so that his marine brothers could live. These real-life heroes remind us of
American history's most enduring lesson: Ours would not be the land of the free if it were not also the home of the brave. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In May 1961, President Kennedy announced that the United States would attempt to land a man on the moon and return him safely
to the earth before the end of that decade. Yet NASA did not have a specific plan for how to accomplish that goal. Over the next
fourteen months, NASA vigorously debated several options. At first the consensus was to send one big rocket with several
astronauts to the moon, land and explore, and then take off and return the astronauts to earth in the same vehicle. Another idea
involved launching several smaller Saturn V rockets into the earth orbit, where a lander would be assembled and fueled before
sending the crew to the moon. But it was a small group of engineers led by John C. Houbolt who came up with the plan that
propelled human beings to the moon and back—not only safely, but faster, cheaper, and more reliably. Houbolt and his colleagues
called it “lunar orbit rendezvous,” or “LOR.” At first the LOR idea was ignored, then it was criticized, and then finally dismissed by
many senior NASA officials. Nevertheless, the group, under Houbolt’s leadership, continued to press the LOR idea, arguing that it
was the only way to get men to the moon and back by President Kennedy’s deadline. Houbolt persisted, risking his career in the
face of overwhelming opposition. This is the story of how John Houbolt convinced NASA to adopt the plan that made history.
A Father, His Son, and the Man Who Won the War
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The Strength to Endure
John Houbolt
Five Lieutenants
Korean American Pioneer Aviators
The Astonishing World War II Saga of One Man's Defiance and Indomitable Spirit
The First Koreatown in the United States
This is a war story. It’s about real people and events before and during the American Revolution. The central
characters in this work—Daniel Morgan, George Washington, Patrick Henry, Charles Mynn Thruston, and
Generals Arnold, Knox, Greene, Lee, Gates, and a host of others—actually did the deeds at the places and times
described herein. So too did their accurately identified foreign and native adversaries. Though this is a work of
fiction, readers may be surprised to discover the American Revolution was also one of the most ‘un-civil’ of
Civil Wars. If Daniel Morgan were alive today, he would be my near neighbor in Virginia’s beautiful
Shenandoah Valley. While visiting a nearby gristmill, Daniel Morgan and Nathaniel Burwell, a fellow
Revolutionary War veteran, built in the late 1700s [now restored and operated by the Clarke County Historical
Association], I became fascinated by this unsung American hero. “My good friend Oliver North has spent his
life in the company of heroes. In this great read, he tells the stories of some of my personal heroes—the
Riflemen you will meet in this book!” —LTG William G. “Jerry” Boykin, former commander, U.S. Army Special
Forces and author of six books including his autobiography, Never Surrender
Valor features the thrilling stories that are the fruit of Mark Lee Greenblatt’s interviews with brave American
servicemen from twenty-first-century wars. These soldiers, sailors, and Marines have risked their lives several
times over for their country as well as for their fellow troops and civilians. Still, until now, their stories have
largely gone unnoticed by the public, perhaps lost in the frenzied and often nasty debate surrounding those
conflicts. As the author writes, “This generation does not have an Audie Murphy. I set out to change that with
this book.” Detailing incredible and evocative feats—including an Army pilot who rescued two fellow pilots
from a deadly crash in hostile territory and strapped himself to the helicopter’s exterior for the flight to the
hospital—Greenblatt provides glimpses into the minds of these men as they face gut-wrenching decisions and
overcome enormous odds. However, this book is much more than tales of riveting action. Each chapter goes
beyond linear combat stories to explore each hero’s motivations, dreams, and the genuine emotions that were
evoked in the face of extreme danger. Readers will be transported to a variety of settings—from close-quarters
urban fighting in Iraq to mountainside ambushes in rural Afghanistan to a midnight rescue in the middle of
the Atlantic—as they accompany the men who do not see themselves as heroes but as patriots in the line of
duty.
Soon to be a major television event from Pascal Pictures, starring Tom Holland. Based on the true story of a
forgotten hero, the USA Today and #1 Amazon Charts bestseller Beneath a Scarlet Sky is the triumphant, epic
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tale of one young man's incredible courage and resilience during one of history's darkest hours. Pino Lella
wants nothing to do with the war or the Nazis. He's a normal Italian teenager--obsessed with music, food, and
girls--but his days of innocence are numbered. When his family home in Milan is destroyed by Allied bombs,
Pino joins an underground railroad helping Jews escape over the Alps, and falls for Anna, a beautiful widow six
years his senior. In an attempt to protect him, Pino's parents force him to enlist as a German soldier--a move
they think will keep him out of combat. But after Pino is injured, he is recruited at the tender age of eighteen
to become the personal driver for Adolf Hitler's left hand in Italy, General Hans Leyers, one of the Third
Reich's most mysterious and powerful commanders. Now, with the opportunity to spy for the Allies inside the
German High Command, Pino endures the horrors of the war and the Nazi occupation by fighting in secret, his
courage bolstered by his love for Anna and for the life he dreams they will one day share. Fans of All the Light
We Cannot See, The Nightingale, and Unbroken will enjoy this riveting saga of history, suspense, and love.
"Paul Kari was shot down in 1965 as a 29-year-old captain in the Air Force. He was captured by the Viet Cong
and spent almost 8 years as a prisoner of war. The memoir recounts the triumphs and tragedies he endured as
a first a farmer, then a fighter pilot, a husband and father. He emerged from prison as a Major, legally blind,
due to maltreatment and malnutrition but with unfailing integrity and a still uncommon devotion to duty and
country. It's a story written with clarity and minimum emotion, as he overcomes every obstacle with positivity,
planning, hard work and commitment. Great insight into the minds of fighter pilots, the hearts of POWs, and
the facts of the Vietnam War"-The Unsung Hero of the Apollo Moon Landings
Voices of Japanese American Incarceration during WWII
The First Hero of World War II and How the FBI Outwitted and Destroyed a Nazi Spy Ring
The York Patrol
Double Agent
Portraits of a Successful Immigrant Community
How Francis Marion Saved the American Revolution
The long-awaited memoir of a trailblazer and role model who is telling her story for the first time. Eileen Collins was an aviation pioneer her entire career, from
her crowning achievements as the first woman to command an American space mission as well as the first to pilot the space shuttle to her early years as one of
the Air Force’s first female pilots. She was in the first class of women to earn pilot’s wings at Vance Air Force Base and was their first female instructor pilot.
She was only the second woman pilot admitted to the Air Force’s elite Test Pilot Program at Edwards Air Force Base. NASA had such confidence in her skills as
a leader and pilot that she was entrusted to command the first shuttle mission after the Columbia disaster, returning the US to spaceflight after a two-year hiatus.
Since retiring from the Air Force and NASA, she has served on numerous corporate boards and is an inspirational speaker about space exploration and
leadership. Eileen Collins is among the most recognized and admired women in the world, yet this is the first time she has told her story in a book. It is a story not
only of achievement and overcoming obstacles but of profound personal transformation. The shy, quiet child of an alcoholic father and struggling single mother,
who grew up in modest circumstances and was an unremarkable student, she had few prospects when she graduated from high school, but she changed her life to
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pursue her secret dream of becoming an astronaut. She shares her leadership and life lessons throughout the book with the aim of inspiring and passing on her
legacy to a new generation.
America's War Horse
The Story of the First American Woman to Command a Space Mission
A Concise History
Duty:
Unsung Hero: The Col. Young O. Kim Story
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